
US Spectrum auction

All eyes on Google as spectrum for wireless

broadband becomes available

By Michael Newlands

As the US gears up for the auction of 700MHz
spectrum freed up from the switch from ana-

logue to digital broadcasting, the 64,OOO-dollar
question (or to be more accurate the US$4.6 billion
dollar question) is whether Google will end up with a
substantial slice of the pie.

What is being called the 1OO-year auction. perhaps
the last competitive auction in the United States for
a substantial amount of spectrum for years to come,
is scheduled to start on January 16th 2008. Up for
grabs will be part of the UHF spectrum, the "sweet
spot" most sought after by both broadcasters and
mobile operators because of its propagation quali-
ties.
Signals in these frequencies can travel further than
those higher up or lower down the radio spectrum,
meaning less infrastructure is required to repeat
the signals. and they also can penetrate buildings
more easily doing away with blind spots. At total of
60MHz will be on the block.

Most of the ground rules for the US auction have
now been established by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC) amid a great deal of public-
ity generated by Internet giant Google and other Sili-
con Valley firms petitioning the regulator to set aside
a block of spectrum as a national license that would
be used for open access to the Internet.

Before the FCC made a ruling, Google upped
the ante by saying if the recommendations were
accepted it would bid for the spectrum itself in
competition with the mobile telephone operators,
and said it was prepared to met the US$4.6 bil-
lion reserve price to acquire the spectrum. The
telephone operators vigorously opposed the sug-
gestions put forward by Google and other Internet
companies.

In the end the FCC ended up compromising and
satisfying nobody very much by mandating that win-
ning bidders must allow any mobile device, software
or Web services to run on the new networks and not
just carrier-specified services. But it rejected the
more radical proposal that would require winning
bidders to resell access to rivals at wholesale rates.
The FCC issued a statement claiming the new
rules would facilitate "new and innovative wireless
broadband services for consumers".
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The FCC further hedged its bets by saying if a
reserve was not met in bidding for this chunk
of spectrum, the so-called C Block comprising
22MHz and split into 12 regional licenses, the
licenses will go to auction a second time, but with-
out the open platform requirements. However the
mobile operators are still far from satisfied and
Verizon Wireless is reportedly calling this part of
the spectrum "The Google Block".

What does Google want?

Said one US consultant who did not want to be
named: "One side wanted one thing and the other
side wanted something completely different, so
they cut the baby in half'. He went on to say it
was never clear exactly what Google had wanted
to achieve, and what business model would
have been adopted if all the proposals had gone
through.

But Google was not as miffed as the telephone
operators, and Richard Whitt, a Washington-
based telecoms and media counsel for Google,
said in his blog the compromise was encouraging
as it "embraced important principles of openness,
and endorsed the unfettered workings of the free
market for software applications and communica-
tions devices."

Google is playing its cards close to its chest, but
is still considering taking part in the auction even
though only part of what it wanted was granted.
A Google spokesman said the company would
"probably" take part in the bidding, but no final
decision has been made. Analysts are baffled.
According to a recent information alert from In-
Stat: "Google is the big wild card and anybody's
guess".

The FCC would apparently like Google to bid for,
and win, the spectrum with FCC chairman Kevin
Martin having said he hoped the proposals would
encourage a new entrant to complete with the
cable and phone companies which now provide
broadband services.

A consumer view

Consumer sentiment appears to be on Google's
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FCC Chairman Kevin Martin says: "We cannot

afford to let the opportunity that the 700 MHz

band offers for public safety pass us by"

side due to general disillusionment with the mobile
operators' walled-garden approach. The US con-
sultant said: ''The iPhone being marketed in the US
has spurred considerable interest in this because
Cingular is really irritating people who have to pay
$500 for the handset then $2000 plus in an AT&T
service contract. The public perception of AT&T
is that it is a greedy corporation providing poor
customer service, and it is AT& T which has been
opposing the Google proposals and which will prob-
ably be bidding for the spectrum against Verizon
and possibly Google".

If Google does decide to bid the FCC has intro-
duced a different bidding model for this auction
which would prevent the mobile operators from
ganging up on it. In past auctions there have been
accusations that two parties have squeezed another
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out because the bids were open and everybody
could see what everybody else was doing. The
700MHz auction will be by closed bidding.

Bob Horvitz of the Open Spectrum Forum said
that while he was speaking strictly as an outsider
his impression of the situation was that Google
had wanted to get a national license and set up a
dynamic wholesale access system using real-time
auctions. ''This is a similar concept to what they did
with search words for their advertising".

He said while this is a creative idea it is by no
means advocating open spectrum where bands are
designated for use by anybody with no band man-
ager whereas the Google model would be run by a
band manager. "It is a different model to open spec-
trum, but it is much more open than traditional types
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of spectrum allocation based on licensing," he said.

A more cynical Europe-based consultant said his
belief was Google is simply trying to scare the cell-
phone industry into allowing freer access to their
customers and to allow a greater amount of devices
to be attached to their networks.

"Google is trying to break into the walled garden
where the operators control everything from end to
end," he said. "What Google is telling the mobile
operators is "If you don't give us freer access to your
customers for search and advertising then we will
just compete against your in the licensing domain"."

Google's new GPhone

He said this could be tied in to the launch of Goog-
Ie's new GPhone, which is the subject of massive
speculation in the telecoms and Internet industries.
While Google is giving nothing away, its partners in
the project have been more leaky and some details
of the phone, which could put a huge dent in the
sales of Apple's iPhone, have come to light.

According to a report in the Wall Street Journal,
Google had invested hundreds of millions of dollars
in the project and the device will be launched, possi-
bly in both the US and Europe, early in 2008. Other
reports claim it is a touch-screen handset, like the
iPhone, and pictures purporting to be of the phone
been published online. Taiwan manufacturer HTC
has confirmed it is making prototypes of the phone.

"Informed Sources" have been quoted in several
online publications as saying the phone will be
largely subsidised by advertising and will cost in
the region of U$1 00, or a fraction of the cost of the
iPhone. Other selling points are said to include
handsets coming with Google Talk enabled, thus
allowing free VolP phone calls, a built-in web
browser, a special version of Google Maps complete
with GPS, and compatibility with Gmail, Google's
email service and Calendar.

Mobile partners

The problem for Google is that it needs to partner
mobile operators if the phone is to get to the end
user, and the Wall Street Journal reported it has
already shown its prototype to AT&T, T-Mobile
and Verizon Wireless in the US and to Orange in
Europe. Other reports claim Google has been nego-
tiating deals with operators in the US and Europe
which would see them marketing the phones and
sharing revenue from Google's advertising pro-
grammes.

One report quoted an unnamed AT&T representa-
tive as saying Google wanted to keep too large a
slice of advertising income to make a partnership
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an attractive proposition. The Google spokesman
stopped short of a denial and simply said: "We do
not comment on speculation and rumour".

The US consultant said that if Google does bid for
and win the 700MHz spectrum then it will be able to
market its own mobile devices direct to consumers
without having to partner anybody, and go all out
to develop the mobile advertising market as it has
done on the traditional internet.

But he also noted that even if Google does not bid
for the spectrum but somebody else wins it at the
first auction when the open access rules still apply,
then consumers will be able to use any device they
want to access networks and so Google could still
market the GPhone and a suite of software and
applications direct to the end user.

With Google refraining from any further comment,
nobody is really going to get a clear picture of what
the situation really is until the auction takes place or
possibly not until 2009 when analogue broadcasters
have to return the spectrum and the new networks
can be rolled out.

Lessons for Europe?

What lessons there are for Europe and the rest
of the world to learn is also uncertain, particularly
as there is simply going to be less UHF spectrum
available for non-television broadcasting. Google
itself says it is not looking at bidding for spectrum in
Europe.

The digital dividend spectrum will not in any case
be available in Europe until 2012 when the last
analogue signal is finally turned off (although some
countries, notably Finland, plan a much earlier turn
off).

Dr ROdiger Hahn, the head of department, Legal
Telecommunications Regulation Issues and Fre-
quency Regulation at the German regulator, said
that in Germany and much of the rest of Europe
there are existing and planned assignments in the
whole UHF band and the discussion on the a pos-
sible harmonised sub-band at the upper edge of the
broadcasting band is still ongoing in Europe. "There
is an opportunity in 2012 in Germany when a portion
of spectrum which is now reserved for military usage
may become available," he says.

However Hahn went on to say the target is
broadband access for everybody. "Generally the
sooner enterprises and the end consumer get
access to frequencies the better, and that the fast
access to spectrum to serve the interests of the con-
sumer for widespread and affordable services with-
out unnecessary regulatory burdens is the ultimate
target of the German regulator". (to next page)
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He said while everybody was aware that the con-
cept of broadcasting in the 21 st Century had to be
redefined, this was something which would have to
be done at the political level with politicians doing
the redefining.

Public safety

Another European-based consultant feels all the
attention being paid to Google has drawn attention
away from a more significant aspect of the 700MHz
auction, and one which may have more relevance
to Europe. This is a frequency band which has been
allocated for sharing between public safety agencies
and a private sector operator in an initiative called
the Public Safety/Private Partnership.

There will be a single licensee for the 22Mhz of pub-
lic safety spectrum with commercial operators bid-
ding for the 1OMHz '0'
block which is part of
the partnership. Under
the terms of the part-
nership, the commer-
cial licensee will build
out a nationwide, inter-
operable broadband
network for the use of
public safety.

The partnership agree-
ment will also stipulate
that the public safety
licensee will have
priority access to the
commercial spectrum
in times of emergency.

"The Public safety
sector needs a lot of
spectrum for co-ordi-
nating communications
between police, fire
fighting, ambulance
and so on in times of

emergency," the consultant explained.

"The problem is that the rest of the time much
less spectrum is required so if spectrum has been
awarded to cope with peak times in public safety
it is lying fallow for the rest of the time. Under this
system the public safety operator can use the pri-
vate spectrum when required, so needs much less
spectrum permanently allocated. If the spectrum is
mainly used for say Blackberries, then there will be
a dip in performance across the network but indi-
vidual Blackberries will not drop out - the service
degrades gracefully as the public safety demand
surges," he said. "European regulators might find
this a model worth emulating".

FCC Chairman Kevin Martin summed up the initia-
tive saying:

"While I also would have
supported a network
exclusively for the use of
public safety, the simple
reality is that there cur-
renlly is no way to fund
such an enterprise. The
use of a public safety-pri-
vate partnership, however,
creates an opportunity
to provide state-of-the-
art technologies to our
Nation's first responders
in a timely and affordable
manner. Many national
and local public safety
organizations have
expressed support for a
public-private partner-
ship approach as their
last, best chance to make
this network a reality. We
cannot afford to let the
opportunity that the 700
MHz band offers for public
safety pass us by".

Apple's iPhone: will Google's GPhone dent

its sales?
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